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Introduction
This report aims at providing a summary input for the workshop in Bandung, Indonesia
hosted by ITB. The report includes:
•
•

A project overview
A summary of the workshop

Project Overview
The “Mastering Energy Supply focusing on Isolated Areas” (MESfIA) aims at providing high
quality postgraduate education (Masters Program) on energy supply systems for engineers
and graduates from science and engineering departments. Such a program will be ideal for
graduates looking for employment in countries with needs for distributed-generation, offgrid energy supply and many isolated
areas, such as islands and mountains.
Within this context, dissemination plays
a crucial role for the success of MESfIA
project. Regional workshops will be
held during the time plan of the project
and the dissemination activities will be
combined with training the trainers and
management
activities.
These
workshops will also be used for
planning future cooperation between
Asian universities and the energy
industry.
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General overview – Workshop
The Workshop in Bandung, Indonesia in 7th of November , hosted by ITB, was the first
workshop of MESfIA project. The main goal of the Workshop was to spread the word of
MESfIA project across representatives from academics, universities, public administration,
and energy stakeholders. Through the Workshop partners aim at facilitating the
establishment of future cooperation between Asian universities and the energy industry.
96 participants, consisting of European and Asian partners of the project, National and
regional stakeholders, private companies, engineers, scientists and experts in the field of
energy, such as delegates from PLN, Indonesia Power, ASEAN , had the opportunity to
discuss, analyze and exchange ideas and best practices regarding energy supply issues in
isolated areas like islands or rural unelectrified areas. It should be noted that it was one of
the few times people residing in different island regions, Canary Islands, Greek Islands and
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Indonesian Islands were brought together to discuss common issues that require common
solutions.
The Workshop covered major thematic areas concerning the energy supply of isolated areas
such as policy, regulation and business opportunities, outline of technical issues regarding
technological advancement and the role of Higher Educational Institutions in developing
specialized workforce in energy supply for isolated areas, by designing tailor-made MScs.
Moreover, during the workshop, all agreed that the upcoming MESfIA MSc Program for
students and employees in the energy sector in South East Asia will bridge the current gap
and will enhance the potential of energy sector in the region.
Specifically, the main objectives of the Workshop was:
•
•

To discuss and share the experience regarding rural energy supply problem in
isolated area in island or rural electrification
To disseminate the opinion and experience of the experts and stakeholders into the
M.Sc curricula structure

Furthermore, expenses for meals, facilities for Workshop day, honorarium for external
invited speakers and student committee, goody bags were covered by sponsorships
provided by PT. Pembangkitan Jawa Bali, PT. Indonesia Power, PT. PLN (Persero) Unit Induk
Distribusi Jawa Barat, Prakarsa Jaringan Cerdas Indonesia and PT. Quadran Energi Rekayasa.
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Agenda
The workshop was organized by ITB in cooperation with Dissemination Leader CWC. The
opening session was moderated by ITB, which as an introduction to the workshop.
The workshop was divided in two parts. The first part moderated by Mr. Suarez Garcia (ITC)
including two topics as following:
•

•

Policy and regulation drives for supporting the development of energy supply for
isolated areas - Ir. Rida Mulyana, M.Sc, General Director of Electricity of the Ministry
of Energy and Mineral Resources of Republic of Indonesia, Former General Director
of Renewable Energy, Indonesia
Business opportunities in energizing isolated areas - Ir. Edi Widiono, M.Sc, MM,
Founder of Indonesian Smartgrid Initiatives, Former Presdir of PLN (Indonesian
Utility), Indonesia (Parno Isworo). The key points was the generation types and
characteristics, the isolated area project preparation and the primary energy.

The second part moderated by Dr. Sarjiya (UGM) including two topics as following:
•

•

Technological advancement and deployment in energy supply for isolated
areas: World-wide lesson learned - Dr. Antonios Tsikalakis, Hellenic
Mediterranean University, Greece. The key points of this topic was why we
should pay attention to the isolated areas, the key characteristics of isolated
power systems, which are the advancements that have helped in further
electrification, the energy efficiency measures, the insular areas of the world,
the progress in communication systems and software tools and the advanced
Software Tools like Geographical Information Systems (GIS), which can provide
aid in rural electrification
The role of Higher educational institution in developing human resource
specialized in energy supply for isolated areas - Prof. Sivanappan Kumar, Asian
Institute of Technology, Thailand. The key points of this topic was the overall
status of SDG7, the electricity access in South East Asia & Pacific, the
contribution and the role of HEIs in the region in addressing energy issues in
isolated areas, the importance of MESfIA and the current jobs and opportunities
in the renewable energy sector.

AGENDA OF 1ST MESfIA WORKSHOP
BANDUNG, NOVEMBER 4-11, 2019

DAY 1 TRAINING FOR TRAINER #1
Date

: Monday, November 4th, 2019
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Venue : Multipurpose Hall, CRCS 3rd Floor ITB
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The main objectives of the Training for Trainer are the following:
-

To deliver the scientific knowledge of the lecture material for the M.Sc program

-

To discuss and resolve any issues related to the structure of the curriculum of the
M.Sc program.
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OPENING SESSION (Moderated by HMU)
09:00-09:15

Welcome – ITB

09:15-09:30

Introduction to TFT – Prof. Laurent Canale, Université Toulouse 3 – Paul Sabatier, France

SESSION 1: Train for Trainers (Moderated by Prof. Sarjiya, UGM)
09:30-10:00

Training Topic 1: Energy efficiency measures and importance for Isolated Power Systems
Prof. Ioannis Katsigiannis, Hellenic Meditteranean University, Greece

10:00-10:45

Training Topic 2 : Lighting as Load for Energy Consumption – Prof. Laurant Canale,
Université Paul Sabatier Toulouse 3, France

10:45-11:00

BREAK

11:00-12:15

Training Topic 3 : Modern Lighting Systems –Prof. Laurent Canale, Université Toulouse 3 –
PAUL SABATIER, France

12:15-13:00

LUNCH

SESSION 2: Train for Trainers (Moderated by Prof. Qui Tra Pan, DU)
13:00-14:15

Training Topic 4 : Introduction to Geothermal large-scale electricity generation – Ir.
Sugeng Triyono, PT. Indonesia Power, Indonesia

14:15-14:30

BREAK

14:30-15:45

Training Topic 5 : Introduction on Life Cycle Assessment Principles – Prof. Kevin Bertin,
Université Paul Sabatier Toulouse 3, France

CLOSING SESSION (Moderated by UPS)
15:45-16:00

Wrap up/Closing Remarks

Conclusions
The workshop was very successful as all partners and participant had the opportunity to
discuss, analyze and exchange ideas and best practices regarding energy supply issues in
isolated areas like islands or rural un-electrified areas. It should be noted that it was one of
the few times people residing in different island regions, Canary Islands, Greek Islands and
Indonesian Islands were brought together to discuss common issues that require common
solutions.
The Workshop covered major thematic areas concerning the energy supply of isolated areas
such as policy, regulation and business opportunities, outline of technical issues regarding
10

technological advancement and the role of Higher Educational Institutions in developing
specialized workforce in energy supply for isolated areas, by designing tailor-made MScs.
Moreover, during the workshop, all agreed that the upcoming MESfIA MSc Program for
students and employees in the energy sector in South East Asia will bridge the current gap
and will enhance the potential of energy sector in the region. The more skilled the
technicians and engineers are, the lower the danger of prolonged power shortage is and
finally will decrease the energy cost on islands and will also improve the economic activity
on the isolated areas. Consequently, MESfIA workshops aim at effectively disseminating
project activities and raising awareness for the importance of tailor made MSc programmes
for energy employees and industry.
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Mastering Energy Supply focusing on
Isolated Areas (MESfIA)- Erasmus+
Short Information on the Project

Summary Data of the project
• Within Erasmus+
• Europe-Asia co-operation
• Cooperation for Innovation and the exchange of good practices –ΚΑ2Capacity Building in the field of Higher Education
• Budget: 951,297€
• Duration 3 years
• 4 Phases: Preparation, Development, Quality Plan, Disemmination,
Management structured in 7 Work Packages…

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Partners of the project

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Partners of the project
Partner Name

Country

1

Hellenic Mediterranean University

HMU

Greece

2

Paul Sabatier - Universite Toulouse III

UPS

France

3

Eurotraining Educational Organisation

EUROT

Greece

4

Canary Wharf

CWC

UK

5

Canary Islands Institute of Technology

ITC

Spain

6

Asian Institute of Technology

AIT

Thailand

7

Naresuan University, Engineering department

NU

8

NONG LAM UNIVERSITY HOCHIMINH CITY

NLU

Thailand
Vietnam

9

University of Technology and Education-UNIVERSITY OF DANANG

UD

Vietnam

10

Institute of Technology of Bandung

ITB

Indonesia

11

Universitas Gadjah-Mada

UGM

Indonesia

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Objectives and Target Groups
Provide high quality postgraduate education on energy supply
systems for engineers and graduates from science departments,
aiming to have activity or to be employed in projects in countries
with many isolated areas and insular systems

Target groups
• Engineers/scientists at Post-Graduate level residing in
countries with island or low electrification rate.
• Higher Education Institutions willing to undertake similar
actions
1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Expected Outputs
• Realizing the difficulties in Isolated Environments and the associated peculiarities with
energy management on such systems
• Training of Engineers at Post Graduate Level so that they can cope with the aforementioned
peculiarities and become ready for applying intelligent solutions to energy supply of isolated
areas. Some of these solutions could be applied in stronger power systems as well
• Establishing EU-Asia co-operation at regional level-island regions-common problems require
common solutions and the young generation of scientists and engineers should be aware of
the potential solutions.
• Transform existing MSc programs to targeted MSc programs for isolated areas
• Establishing legal recognized MSc titles so that the students can take advantage of
participation in applying for jobs in regions with relatively low electrification level and many
islands.

• By the end of the project, graduates from the adapted MSc or new MSc
programs in the Partner Countries (S.E. Asia) should be able to claim their
expertize on improving energy supply conditions in isolated areas
1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Description of Work-Work plan-Whole
Project

Here we are…
2nd Meeting Bandung,Indonesia,Nov.2019
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OPERATING MSc
• All Universities by the forecoming next academic year will have
started receiving students
• STEI-ITB Will operate an MSc enhanced with PLOs focusing on
the needs of Island power systems
• In order to do please provide some feedback on our
questionnaires.
YOUR INPUT IS HIGHLY APPRECIATED

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Common Problems-Require common actions

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Thank you!

Terima kasih! Ευχαριστώ
Eyxarist;v
Mesfia.eu- info@mesfia.eu- www.facebook.com/mesfia

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN

ENERGIZING ISOLATED AREA

Ins8tut Teknologi Bandung
Bandung. 07 November 2019

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m

Oleh: Parno Isworo – Prakarsa Jaringan Cerdas Indonesia
(Indonesia Smart Grid Ini/a/ve)
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Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area

ISOLATED AREA
• 3 T (Terdepan ; Terpencil ; Ter8nggal). - Fron8er; Isolated ; Under developed area.

Characteris8c of 3T area
• Isolated area,
• long distance from the nearest regional administra8on
• fron8er / border area,
• conﬂict area,
• area prone to natural disaster
• no roads
• no telecommunica8on
• Low educa<on level
• Limited economic ac<vity
w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m
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Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area

LOAD CHARACTERISTIC – PREPARATION
• Now ……..
o We want to meet the demand of an isolated community for electricity supply
o What is the demand characteris8cs
o How the local economy survives
o What kind of electric power service is currently available
o What sort of prepara8ons are required
• Load is the determinant factor for Planning of Electricity Supply System
o No genera8on type can supply any type of load
e.g. household vs steam power plants – coal, biomass, municipal waste
o Daily Load Curve
o Power system economy
o Security of primary energy supply
o Project Management
w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m

Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area
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SYSTEM’S DAILY LOAD CURVE
KURVA BEBAN HARIAN tipikal Sistem Luar
Jawa

KURVA BEBAN HARIAN tipikal Sistem Jawa
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w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m
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ISOLATED AREA PROJECT PREPARATION
•
•
•
•

Type of Loads
Timing and dura8on
Es8mated Demand Response
Any plan for Produc8ve Uses ?

• Availability and security of Primary Energy Supply
• Type of Genera8on
• Project Schedule : Matching Demand and Supply Side
• Local Business en8ty for sustainability. BUMD ?
w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m

Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area

Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area
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PRIMARY ENERGY
Primary Energy

Availability

Capacity Factor

Power Quality

24 hr Opera<on

Solar

Nature
Intermicent

15 – 17%

Needs bacery for
intermicency

Hybrid w/ bacery and
diesel

Wind

Nature
Intermicent

1% - 80%

Needs bacery for
intermicency

POME

Palm Oil by product

80%

Anaerobic diges8on
in digester

Gas engine

EBF / wood chips

Palm Oil by product

80%

* Incinera8on

Steam turbine

Palm Oil by product

80%

* Pyrolysis

Gas engine

Geothermal

Nature. Con8nuous
thrust

80%

Network of produc8on
and injec8on wells

Steam turbine

Hydro

Nature. In a preserved
catchment area

60%

* Run-oﬀ-river
* Seasonal pondage

Hydraulic turbine
Run-oﬀ-river

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m

Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area
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GENERATION TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS
Primary Energy

Genera8on

Characteris8cs

Photo Voltaic

Intermicent
Day 8me

CSP – Concentrated
Solar Power

Slow response
Day /me

Wind Turbine

Intermicent

Gas Engine

Fast response

- EFB – Empty Fruit Bunch / wood chips

Steam Turbine

Slow response

Geothermal

Steam Turbine

Slow response

Hydraulic Turbine

Fast response

Solar

Wind
Biomass
- POME – Palm Oil Mill Eﬄuent

Hydro

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m

Needs bacery for intermicency
and operate when no sunlight
Needs thermal storage for no
sunlight opera/on
Needs bacery for intermicency

Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area
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MW

MW

DEMAND
CURVES AND
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

Capacity X

Capacity X

Area A
06.00

12.00

18.00

Area B
24.00

06.00

06.00

12.00

18.00

24.00

06.00

In case of economic slow down, while capacity has already been built for higher economic growth, the Fixed por8on
of the Cost of Supply will increase ‘cause the Total Investment (sunk cost) is divided by smaller Sales

Fixed Cost :
Variabel Cost :

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m

Investment for Capacity X
Area A

<

Investment for Capacity X
Area B

Because :
Area A > Area B

• Base Load genera8on with low variable cost may have to be reduced or shut down, thus
making composi8on of high cost peaker to increase.
• Average Variable Cost will increase.
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Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area

CASE STUDY
Loca8on
: Seliu Island, a small island oﬀ Belitung Island
Size
: 1,540 hectares
Plan
: Tourist Acrac8on – Belitung Regency supports
Current electric power supply :
o PLN operates small diesel power plant for 6 – hours a day
• Current local economy :
o Main income mostly from marine ﬁshing industry
o The hospitality industry is not ready yet to support Seliu as the next
tourist des8na8on
•
•
•
•

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m
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Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area

CASE STUDY
Programs to make Seliu acrac8ve are :
• As a sign of coopera8on to make 24-hrs PLN service, the investor donated
induc<on stove for each Seliu households
• The investor is planning to build an ice-maker plant to support the
improvement of Seliu marine ﬁshing industry
• Another investor has agreed to install PV hybrid (with bacery and connected
to PLN diesels) and other installa8ons to modernize Seliu’s power system with
Smart Grid, as a POC (proof-of-concept)
• Land owners are advised to invest in bungalows, resorts and other facili8es of
hospitality industry.

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m
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Business opportuni8es in
Energizing isolated area

CONCLUSION
High cost of un-serviced condi8on.
Sustainable electriﬁca8on program is more than about SUPPLY side
Cost is also dictated by SALES as a representa8on of DEMAND side
Electriﬁca8on program for 3T area needs to cater to both, and called
Regional Economic Development
• Support of the Regional Government
• The program oﬀers business opportuni<es not only in the electricity sector.
•
•
•
•

w w w. s m a r t g r i d i n d o n e s i a . c o m
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STRATEGI MENGHADAPI TANTANGAN
INDUSTRI 4.0

Technological advancement and
deployment in energy supply for
isolated areas: World-wide lessons
learnt
Ass.Prof. Antonios Tsikalakis
Hellenic Mediterranean University

Why to tackle with isolated
areas?

2

1

Isolated area needs
• Environmental Impact and challenges
•Biomass and Isolated Ares
•Tourism
•Transportation and logistics
•Access to Health services and other Public health issues
•Drinking Water Quality (not your area)
•Access to Education
•Increase of Standard of living
•Improved information access
•Income Generation
•Women empowerment
•Disaster alleviation

• Unreliable power supply
• Rural electrification is high in the Agenda mostly for health and educational installations
• Meeting with delegates from the Region of Crete and the partners identified that island
regions have common problems that require networking and common solutions.
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Estimation of Un-electrified Areas in the
World

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Key Characteristics of isolated power systems
• Isolated power systems present more or less similar problems
like:
• Need for continuous balance
• High electricity costs due to a variety of reasons
• High fuel transportation costs
• Difficulty in absorbing RES
• Lack of trained personnel
• Fragile environment
• Lack of infrastructure and local resources
• Most of the cases difficult to have competitive market operation
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Typology of Power systems addressed
• Physical islands
• Large Island Power Networks
• Medium Power Systems
• Small Power Systems
• Very Small Island Power Systems

• Isolated Areas (not only Physical Islands)
• Resilient Power Systems-Temporarily Isolated areas

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Physical Islands -Typology
Type of island
System

Large Scale

Medium Scale

Small Scale

Very small scale

Size of Power

Population

Market Operation

Type of Units (Fuels)

*Greeee

>100MW

Above 100,000

May be available with more than one Steam, Gas Turbines
thermal producers with a few
(OCGT and CC), Internal
suppliers (small (?) market without
Combustion Engines
interconnection)
(ICE)
(Mazout/Distilled/NG)

10-100MW

Above 12,000

One thermal producer with few
suppliers (tiny market without
interconnection)

1-10MW

Above 1,500

One thermal producer practically one ICE,OCGT
supplier)
(Mazout/Distilled)

<1MW

Below 1,500

I beg your pardon? (especially below

OCGT,ICE
(Mazout/Distilled)

ICE (Distilled)

200kW)

HYDRO IN VERY SPECIFIC AREAS
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Physical Islands -Typology
Type of island System

Large Scale

Size of Power

SCADA System Available/High Voltage

Advanced operating Functions

>100MW

Separate Dispatching
center/Available

Forecasting, Scheduling (separately
Unit Commitment and Economic
Dispatch), RES operation, planning,

voltage control

Medium Scale

Small Scale

10-100MW

Simple Dispatch Rules/Rarely
available

Scheduling , RES operation,
planning, voltage control

1-10MW

Very simple monitoring/No

RES operation, Simple Scheduling,
Off-line Voltage Control

No monitoring at all/Might be even
LV

Might have RES (Especially PVs)

Very small scale <1MW

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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4

Insular Areas of the World

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Isolated areas not Physical islands-Where
and Why?
•
•
•

Because of ideology –People willing to be independent from Grids
Because they are in a rather accessible area but the interconnection cost is high.
As soon as the grid is developed (for other reasons), these houses or
neighborhoods are interconnected
Because they face ISOLATION as they are in:
•
•
•

Cold Climate Areas (Mountainous Areas and Polar regions)
Deserts
Remote installations such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication Systems (Repeaters, Mobile phone base stations)
Lighthouses
Armed forces check-points
Natural gas or oil pipelines check points
Environmental monitoring systems (such as weather stations, seismographic networks etc)
Local Health centers especially for keeping vaccines
Pumping Stations
Street Lighting

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Electrified Areas-Algeria (March 2001)

11

Electrification program Algeria 1996-1999

Building owner

Project superintendant
Capacity of connection
PV installed capacity
Number of installations
1st operating system
Last electrified
(village)

Min. of
Energy and
Mines (MEM)
SONELGAZ
906
dwellings
453 kWc
108
July 1998
April 2001

1 Million Sq kms
12

6

What are the Advancements
that have helped in further
electrification
Before that let’s meet the components

13

Generic Configuration

1 St MESfIA Workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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7

Technological Improvements (summary)
• Energy efficiency especially in Lighting
• Efficiency of Generation
• Improved design of turbines (Hydro,Gas Turbines)
• Wind turbines (aerodynamics and machines)
• Materials for PVs
• Power Electronics
• Electronics
• Protection systems
• Information and Communication systems
• Battery systems
• Equipment for Cabling and Insulators
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Could energy efficiency help?

8

Energy efficiency measures
•

Generally are welcome as they reduce the need for energy and thus fuel consumption.
They are even more welcome when
•
•
•

•
•
•

They reduce high differential cost
As the fuel price gets higher
The applied energy efficiency measures address types of loads with high correlation with peak
demand periods. The value gets even higher when these measures target mostly on peak demand
reduction

Potential measures Have been discussed in the first half of the day of our TFT event.
Peak demand days on Crete in great part coincides with open shops and Air –
conditioning use
Could operators help on that?
•
•

Example from CFL on Crete that was introduced by the sole Utility PPC and was paid back via
electricity bill.
Changing air-conditioning units into more efficient ones via subsidy, 49.56 GWh/year and 43.61 Ktn
CO2/Yr are estimated to be avoided by 132.000 Units all over Greece.
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Improved Lighting
• LED technology has increased lm/W efficiency at small scale.
• This allows the introduction of a famous in Africa and other countries “Solar Lantern”
• In some African countries and in India students take the lantern with them at home and have
to charge it at school facing illiteracy
• The same PV installed capacity can be used for other household needs apart solely from
lighting as before with less efficient lighting.
• Simple automation systems could not leave the light open when not required increasing
hours of autonomy.

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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Efficiency in Generation
• In isolated areas in great part Internal Combustion Engines are
used. Before wider use of Renewables, this was the only source
used in isolated areas.
• Improvements can be summarized in
• Reheaters/Economizer
• Better synchronization of the strokes to reduce fluctuation
• Improved metal materials for the combustion chamber
• More efficient design of the axis

• Improved control systems of the mechanical part
• Generally, improvement in the engine part
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Turbine design
• Improvement of Finite Element Methods (FEM) has helped in
the more efficient design of turbine systems (to link the source,
the kinetic energy and the generator)
• There have been significant tries to use Low head generators for
harnessing Hydro power even without height difference

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Wind Turbines Improvement
Introduction of wind turbines in isolated areas started in 1982. First Wind
Park of 5*20W/Ts in the island of Kythnos, Greece. Currently they provide
726GWh/annually in Greek islands

• Improvements:

• Blades (due to more efficient aerodynamic
design-Wind tunnel and Simulation
software for that)

• Control methods
• Types of Electrical machines
• Power Electronics (separate reference)
• ICT (separate reference)

• Struggle for improving Energy harnessed in
off-shore location s
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Wind Turbines Improvement- Aerodynamic
Control
• Control methods: Pitch,Stall ,Furling
• From constant speed to variable speed allowing easier reduction of generation if necessary
• Larger Blades can increase swept area in order to obtain higher energy density at low wind class areas.
• From Wind Turbines with gearboxes (W/Ts in 90’s to Gearless ones)-This means less maintenance and fewer
losses
• Furling can help for small wind turbines to withstand hurricanes-ability not to sharp decrease of output at
high speeds.
• New materials to withstand cold climates (WWW.NORTHERNPOWER.COM, Northern Power® 100 & IEA
working group)
• Improvements in Vertical axis design (could be a potential solution especially for low starting up torque)
Accounting for about 2% of both U.S. small wind market units and capacity for 2017
(https://www.awea.org/Awea/media/MediaAssets/2017-DW-Market-Report.pdf )

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Wind Turbines Improvement- Electrical Machines
• Initially Asynchronous Generators
•
•
•
•

Easily to implement
Requirement for reactive power compensation
CANNOT run stand-alone without reactive power compensation
Over compensation could even start-up the Wind turbines when there had been interconnected.

• Two Improvements
• Two machines in the nacelle (one 120kW/ one 600kW –Bonus Model-still operating on Crete)
• Combination with soft starter and change in the rotor resistance

• Also DC generators can be used (especially as Permanent magnet become more cost effective) but
• A Series DC generator or a permanent magnet generation cannot remain without load
or will accelerate and get broken!
• Synchronous generators have helped in generating stable frequency
• Doubly-Fed Induction Generations (DFIG)

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Electrical machines Types

1 St MESfIA Workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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Power Electronics- Drives and Wind Turbines
• The Power electronics over the years have been greatly improved in terms of
•
•
•
•
•
•

Materials used withstanding much Higher currents and voltages
Switching speed
Topologies
Filtering Harmonics and reducing DC currents
Control techniques for the co-ordination of switching angle
Can provide even reactive power to the grid as usual generators but in any case can
help in usually reducing reactive power requirements to zero.

• Allowing the aforementioned configurations…
• In some part wind power integration issues raized by the operators
were the ones that also created market for this advancement.
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Improvements to island Operation
• From the initial Asynchronous to modern Wind Turbines :

• Flickering events and harmonics around the neighbouring area are
compensated
• The Short-circuit power contribution of Wind Parks is reduced
• High start-up currents are reduced
• Reactive power needs for Wind Parks have been reduced
• Output frequency changes of wind power generation due to wind
gusts are significantly reduced
• The Set-points for maximum generation from the wind parks do not
refer to wind turbines on/off but to reducing output if requested
• Have provided the capability of wind Parks to offer some network
services
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Aid to the network by modern Wind Turbines

Low Voltage Ride Through Capability (LVRT)
Tested in a wind park on the island of Crete
27

Train the Trainers, Bandung Indonesia

Example-Of what may happen…
• Low current earth protection has been activated due to a fault in a fuse somewhere in the
grid in a low-loaded feeder
• Even though the Wind Turbines can provide fault ride through capabilities the settings were
not so well introduced.
• Wind Turbines disconnected and more generation than demand was disconnected.
• Where the frequency did it go?
DOWNWARDS

• Frequency dropped to 49.7Hz and
the committed units increase their
generation. No other disconnection
took place apart from the area

28

Train the Trainers, Bandung Indonesia
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All of them had as a result
• The System Operators to accept even higher share of wind
power on the islands contributing to their electrification as
they can have more robust control on their network.
• CLEARLY THIS HAS ALLOWED INSTALLATION OF 200ΜW OF
wind instead of 140MW on the island of Crete.
• The distribution network operators to issue guidelines on
how much should be the capacity of the small wind
turbines which impacts the worse case switching transients
at cut in per transformer as follows:
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Acceptable Small Wind Power Generation per Transformer
Transformers
Capacity
(kVA)
50
100
160
250
400
630
1000

W/T with
Inverter (kW)

Asynchronous W/T for Asynchronous
Soft Starter (kW)
W/T (kW)

40
79
100

12
24
38
59
95
100

1st MESfIA
Workshop,Bandung,Nov.

6
12
19
30
48
75
100

30
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PV Systems

31

Power Electronics Improvement and PVs
• Increase of the efficiency of inverters up to 97%.
• Increase of the capability to identify the Maximum Power Point tracking
• Decrease the shading effect due to micro-inverters
• Has helped in having three-phase inverters instead of one-phase
inverters in the 80’s
• Improvement of self-diagnosis tools and monitoring
• For larger installations(About MW scale) inverters can provide voltage
support by providing
• For larger installations also dispatchability (i.e. reduction of active power
based on signals by the Operator

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Examples of Tricky issues….
1. Not enough distance for cooling of
inverters
2. Open cycle of PVs interconnected to the
Inverter at cold areas as this may exceed
the Voc of the inverter –No refund

THAT’S WHY TRAINING IS REQUIRED

1 St MESfIA Workshop,Bandung
Indonesia
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PV integration in autonomous power systems
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

As PV are modular are much easier integrated than wind
PVs are interconnected via inverters to the grid or directly via Solar chargers to
DC solar home systems
Small inverter systems provide lower capabilities than ones with higher
capacity in terms of control and monitoring even though they can help in
reducing shading effects.
Monitoring of PVs may be required for the most efficient management
Set-points to PVs may be requested for higher PV penetration
In weakest island power systems, it may be required for the same capacity of
PV parks the installation to be made in stronger point of the grid compared to
the mainland.
PV parks may be requested to provide some fault ride through capability
Limitation in PV capacity may be requested in order to make room for wind
power. This is the case for Greek Islands.
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Why not as many PVs as we would like
• PV capacity is about 78ΜW in fields and the day was rather
sunny –From the island of Crete
• The Operator cannot reduce any more the generation from oilfired units of steam turbines and combined cycle units as they
run at their technical minimum
• The operator has no communication with the PV park owners to
ask them to reduce their generation equally with wind power
The wind power should be reduced to maximum
17MW

Wind power is rejected in favour of PVs

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Examples of electrification
with High PV share

37
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Small Village or autonomous House (NOT PHYSICAL
ISLAND)

Typical configuration

Sunny Boy

Sunny Island

Windy Boy

1 St MESfIA Workshop,Bandung
Indonesia
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Such configurations are sensitive to:
• Appropriate sizing
• Battery Systems
• Charge Controllers
• Present lower efficiency than using the same amount of RES in
interconnected mode.
• Weak maintenance
• Should also contain dispatchable loads even as Protective
devices for Wind Turbines

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Dispatchable loads
Loads whose operation can be avoided or deferred (moved) to other loads. The
Operator of the System (or the microcontroller for Home power systems) may:
 Only disconnect these loads in order to maintain power system stability and integrity
 Know the schedule and the consumption of controllable loads thus he is no more
uncertain on the change of the demand.
 Common Operator for Controllable loads and Electricity Demand gaining
 Avoidance of Unit Commitment schedule
 Potentially more efficient operating points for the committed units
 Capability to increase RES curtailment.

1st MESfIA workshop, Nov.2019 Indonesia
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Dispatchable Loads and RES
• Wind Power surplus management in autonomous power systems(Hunter &
Elliot, 1994).

• Centrally controlled Heat Storage Devices in Cuttyhunk Island to use Wind
power.(Johnson, Abdulwahid, Manwell & Rogers, 2002: «Design And Modeling of
Dispatchable Heat Storage in Wind/Diesel Systems»).
• More information on Desalination will follow.
• COULD POTENTIALLY BE ELECTRIC VEHICLES?

1st MESfIA workshop, Nov.2019 Indonesia
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Smart Load Controller (for smaller systems)

You could end up with loads of up to 3*1kW (especially ohmic ones)
1 St MESfIA Workshop,Bandung
Indonesia
42

Desalination and RES
Stand-alone installations may be installed or Desalination and RES may at the same
island network and their operation may be co-ordinated

More information by Dr.Christos
Karavas

21

Insular Areas of the World: Atlantic
Eigg Island (near Scotland):
• Until 2008, the island was not connected to the mainland grid and
its power supply relied solely on diesel generators
• It is powered by approximately 95% of its autonomous hybrid
system that combines 3 hydro turbines (installed capacity: 110 kW),
wind turbines (installed capacity: 24 kW) and PVs (installed
capacity: 32 kW), and 2×64 kW diesel generators for standby use
• The system serves 37 households and 5 shopping centers
• Total system cost: 2.06 million €
1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Eigg Configuration

1 St MESfIA Workshop,Bandung
Indonesia
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Parallel Operation of Inverters
u

f

f0

u0

f

-1

0

u

-1%

1

P
PN

-1

Droop Frequency

0

-4%

1

Q
QN

Voltage droop

Droops for synchronizing inverters by frequency and voltage based on active and
reactive power respectively.
The aforementioned operation couldnot so smoothly achieved if it had not been the
case of development of such central inverters
1st MESfIA Workshop,Bandung,Nov. 2019
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Resiliency

47
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Where and Why?
• Because of criticality of the installation higher reliability indexes are
required. Such an installation on an island is the airport or the heliport.
(EVEN FOR INTERCONNECTED ISLAND)
• An area may become isolated for some period from the rest of the energy
supply grids. This area should be able to have rather quick restoration times
• This may be caused due to a physical disaster:
•

earthquakes, tsunami, hurricanes, floods, snowfalls etc

• This may be human-provoked
•
•
•

Long periods of extending networks,
By accident (kite or hunting)
Attacks (Physical) or cyber)

• This may happen when boat owners make faults to the undersea cable
(once per year in Greece) for interconnected islands.
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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What are MICROGRIDS?
Interconnection of small, modular
generation to low voltage
distribution systems forms a new
type of power system, the
Microgrid.
Microgrids can be connected to the
main power network or be
operated autonomously, similar to
power systems of physical islands
in a coordinated, controlled way.
INHERENT RESILIENCY. COULD BECOME RESILIENT FOR CRITICAL LOADS ONLY

24

Electronic Switch
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Progress in communication
systems and software tools

25

Energy Communications now and then
• We refer to larger power systems which initially

• They had got Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) to gather signals from the field. These RTUs were installed at
Wind Parks and at . Limited information
• Low baud rate
• Use of power line communication with significant noise in the signsal and limited amount of information in
order to catch up with the on-line system

• Currently:
•
•
•
•
•

Even fiber optics can be easily integrated on the Grid (HV and MV)
A variety of quick communication methods do exist
Dedicated protocols for the communication
Large storage capacity and quick exchange of information allowing more efficient control of the system.
Simple monitoring (be careful with the commands given) can be made by a mobile device.

• Gathering data from the field can be easy as never before.

• Set-points can be sent to a significant number of wind parks in order to smooth as
possible generation-supply balance
52

Issues Identified at early steps of high PV Penetration
• The voltage profile in some mainly rural areas (deviation from nominal values) has been
improved mainly during summer time
• Reduced Operation of Expensive Gas Turbines during Noon Peak

• But..
•The Operators of the island could not realize what the actual load was
•During winter time due to cloudiness the PV production is highly fluctuating.
•During the 2012-13 Winter –Spring time, due to:
–Low demand
–Significant RES production-with no information on PV installation
–High Technical Minimum of Must Run Conventional Units (Steam,Wind)

•Some periods some expensive generating Units operated for very short time
53
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Some PV Production Highlights
• Maximum daily production 15/05/2014-958MWh
• Maximum Production 85,4MW –at 13:00 on 21/03/2014
• Maximum Hourly Penetration on Sunday 20/04/2014-(Easter)-15:00-loading 230.9MW, PV production 80.7MW 34.93%
• The whole Easter day 12.31% of the demand was met by PVs
• Contribution to Summer Peak
June 2014-12.6%-71.5MW
July 2014-11.2%-64ΜW
August 2014-11.9% -69ΜW

Praitoria Substation (A Substation with increased PV capacity)

54

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia

Duck-Curve effect due to solar energy

• If PV was not monitored the
operators would see only the
blue curve
• How could they estimate day
after day operation and
demand?
55
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Tackling with these issues?
• Clearly the “Fit and Forget” approach could not have been followed
• At least some monitoring was deemed necessary for the management of the system
• However, should we use Remote Technical Units (RTUs) like the ones foreseen for Wind Parks? No
since…
• On the island of Crete the vast majority of installations regarded 80kW PV Parks due to sharing of
the capacity –”Electrical Space” to the request.
• High cost for each one of the PV Park owners
• Huge amount of information to be gathered and managed from 1000 PV parks in the field and
currently 1800 roof-top PVS
• So what could have been the solution?
• Selective and representative monitoring of PV devices using the smart meters and special pulse
metering equipment
• Up-scaling of the recorded PV production for the total PV Capacity.

56

Architecture of the tele-metering system

The system consists of :
• Telematic devices installed at the PVs -gathering measurements
•active and reactive power measurements every 20sec using the (smart) meter of the PV Park

A server with suitable software for gathering the data from all PVs, via mobile and
• The Human machine interface at the Control Centers
•

57

GPS

1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung,Indonesia 2019
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Monitoring of PVs on the Island of Crete
• At first 20 PVs were monitored, now they are 30.
• The most representative PV Parks were selected taking into account:
• Trackers –single or double axis or at steady basis
• Geographical dispersion (as wide as possible)

• Low Cost Telemetering devices
• The server of the Monitoring System gathers all the data,uses a moving average
technique to smooth the short-term fluctuation and show the medium-term trends
and takes into account the Geographical Dispersion and the type of PV
installation, and returns the upscaled value to the SCADA/EMS and is known to
the operator

58

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia

Monitoring of PVs on the Island of Crete

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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Monitoring of PVs on the Island of Crete
Cloudy Day

60

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia

Monitoring of PVs on the Island of Crete

PV Tracking System

61

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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Monitoring of PVs on the Island of Crete

MOVING AVERAGE EVERY 20 sec

Tabular Format for total Production

62

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia

Example of Remote Control & Decentralized Control of Microgrids

Small Isolated village on a
small island in Greece.
PVs, diesel and
Controllable loads
Based on “agent”
tehnique for Control
inside the Microgrid.
Developed at SmartRUE lab within the
Microgrids project frame

63
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Installation of the Software Agent Controllers

•Based on “agent” tehnique for Control inside the Microgrid.
•The controllers are intelligent enough and communicate with each other to make decisions and
co-operate
64

Advanced Software Tools like
Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) can provide aid
in rural electrification

32

Good practices & rural electrification
Global Rural Electrification Program in Morocco (PERG) –Acceleration
• Introduction of PV kits
• Revamped specifications, in particular with regard to the acceptance procedures and
methods of payment

• Work monitoring decentralization, henceforth provided by Regional Technical Services
• Simplification of contract management procedures
• Quality control of completed works

! 10% of the rural electrification based on PV kits
! Instead of laying communication cables mobile phones and chargers were provided
66

Good practices & rural electrification
PERG-Ways of interconnecting Villages in Morocco

Use of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and Distribution Network Planning
Software to optimally connect areas
67
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Good practices & rural electrification
Global Rural Electrification Program in Morocco (PERG) -Organization &
Contact with local people

• Head office in Rabat, local backing up agencies close to customers
• Communication with people, new application payments mainly on the
local weekly markets

• Installation & supply of equipment within 15 days
• Maintenance once a year and within 48 hours

68

Good practices & rural electrification

Electrification percentage

Global Rural Electrification Program in Morocco (PERG)
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Only during 2006, 78286 households were electrified

*
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Faults in Autonomous power
systems

70

What is the difference?
• The mechanism for faults in electrical lines or components remain the same

in isolated and interconnected power systems.
• A reason for a fault in coastal areas (like islands) is the saltiness of the
surrounding environment which will make the insulator under circumstances
into flashover
• A fault to be cleared requires the isolation of faulty equipment and thus into
either disconnection of generating plant (e.g. a wind park) or the
disconnection of a part of the demand
• Either case may create problems into frequency balance.
• There should be also proper co-ordination of the voltage-ride through
capability of DG and the fault that caused voltage disruption.
Neglecting protective devices may easily destroy a whole Solar Home SYSTEM
1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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Lack of Trained Personnel

72

Training needs identified by our research –tasks 1.1, 1.2
• Good command of STEM
• Specific technical issues for isolated areas
• Problem –solving and communication skills
• Business skills in order to identify potential flows of cash for
implementing such projects.
• Project management skills and logistics to accommodate for
difficult infrastructure

• Good understanding of the local needs
• The local personnel tries to work under harsh conditions
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Training needs identified by our research –tasks 1.1, 1.2
• In Pacific Ocean islands and Somalia failures had as a cause the
lack of trained personnel for Equipment maintenance experts
• Vietnam and Morocco have trained local agents
• In Thailand the absence of skilled manpower and spare parts”
is a “prime” barrier’ to electrification
• In Bangladesh, Grameen Technology Centers were operating in
order to reduce the maintenance cost, improve training and
expedite after sales services
• Fee for service was an approach with nice results for school
electrification and Solar Homes.
1st MESfIA workshop, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Some Optimistic messages…

75
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Island power systems operating autonomously
under increased penetration
Penetration
Nearly 100%

Islands
Eigg (Hebriddean)

RES utilized
Hydro, Wind and PV

50-75%

Iceland
Rathlin
Fiji
Reunion
New Zealand
Froya
St. Paul Alaska
Dominica
Flores (Azores)
Faroe Islands
Samoa
Sao Miguel
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Madeira

Geothermal
Wind
Hydroelectric
Hydroelectric and Bagasse
Geothermal and Hydro
Wind
Wind in Hybrid with CHP
Hydroelectric
Hydroelectric
Wind & Hydro
Hydroelectric
Geothermal and Hydroelectric
Hydroelectric
Hydroelectric

40-50%
30-40%

Train the Trainers, Bandung, Indonesia 2019
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Significant effort from your side…

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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However for all of us…

This resembles with the installation of the program. The last 1% may seem the
most difficult one

1st MESfIA workshop,Bandung Indonesia
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Thank you!

Terima kasih! Ευχαριστώ
Eyxarist;v
Mesfia.eu- info@mesfia.eu- www.facebook.com/mesfia
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Workshop

The Role of Higher Educational Institution in Developing Human
Resources specialized in Energy Supply for Isolated Areas

Professor Sivanappan Kumar
Asian Institute of Technology
Bandung, Indonesia, 7th November 2019

Session Plan
Presentation
Energy supply in Isolated Areas:
Asian context
• Sustainable Development
Goal 7: Overall status
• Electricity Access: South East
Asia and the Pacific

Higher Education Institutions
(HEIs) in SE Asia
• (Selected Energy) HEIs in the
Region
• Role of HEIs in addressing
Energy Supply in Isolated Areas

Students
• Jobs/Careers in Energy in
Isolated Areas
Panel Discussion

Poll

Selected Guiding Questions

Anonymous and immediate

The Role of Higher Educational Institution in Developing Human
Resources specialized in Energy Supply for Isolated Areas

SDG 7: Overall status
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

One in 7 people still lack
electricity access and most of
them live in the rural
(isolated) areas of developing
world

Electricity access

More than 40% of the world’s
population - 3 billion – rely
on polluting and unhealthy
form of cooking

Cooking unhealthily

Energy is the main
contributor to climate change.
It produces more than 60% of
green house gases

More efficient energy
standards and regulations only
in industry and buildings can
help reduce about 14% of the
total consumption

Contribution to
climate change

Energy standards

As of 2015, 20% of the power
was generated through
renewable sources

The renewable energy sector
employed a record 10.3
million people in 2017

Renewable power generation

Source: https://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/sustainable-developmentgoals/goal-7-affordable-and-clean-energy.html

Jobs in renewable

Electricity Access in Southeast
Asia and the Pacific

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

Papua New Guinea in Pacific and Indonesia, Philippines,
Myanmar and Cambodia have lowest energy access

ADB, 2018

IEA, 2017

Energy Supply Issues in Isolated
Areas: An Asian perspective

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

➢ Energy sources
➢ Electricity, from off/on grid from renewables/non renewables
for lighting, TV, pumping, industry
➢ Heat, usually by biomass, for cooking, industry
➢ Gasoline/Diesel for transport/ electricity/ motive/pump
➢ Kerosene for lighting

➢ Provider of energy supply
➢ Government: Electricity, gasoline, diesel, kerosene
➢ Private: Electricity, gasoline, diesel, kerosene
➢ Individuals: Electricity, biomass
➢ Geography
➢ Remoteness
➢ Sparsely populated

Energy Supply Issues in Isolated
Areas: An Asian perspective

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

➢ Economy (energy and economy have a strong correlation)
➢ Limited infrastructure, including for health, schools etc.
➢ Low economic activities from tourism, fishing, forestry, farming, etc
➢ Social (energy impacts on society)
➢ Low reliable supply of energy
➢ Causing low income
➢ Women spend more time for energy gathering

➢ Environment (Isolated areas attract)
➢ Excessive tourism leads to overall environmental degradation - waste
disposal, water pollution, lack of safe drinking water, etc
➢ Excessive biomass use leads to permanent deforestation

(Selected Energy) Higher Education
Institutions in the Region

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

University

Masters Programs

AIT

MSc/MEng in Energy (Specialization in: Electrical Power system
Management, Energy Technology, Energy Policy and Planning)

NU

MEng in Electrical Engineering

ITB

Masters in Electrical Engineering (Electrical Power Engineering)

UGM
UTE-UD
NLU
University
of Malaya

Masters in Electrical Engineering and Masters in Systems Engineering
MSc in Electrical Engineering
Master Program in Mechanical Engineering
Masters in Renewable Energy and Masters in Power System Engineering

NUS

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

USP

MSc in Engineering

U Fiji

Masters in Renewable Energy Management

Role of HEIs in addressing Energy
Supply in Isolated Areas
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

To provide human resources, who can address the needs as well as the challenges
for a reliable, efficient and sustainable supply of energy in isolated areas for its well
being, and its socio, economic and environmental considerations
PLO1

Able to describe the energy resources availability, methods of
conversion, energy flows, and energy demand in isolated areas.

PLO2

Able to conceptualize and design energy projects, and explain their
characteristics, operational behavior and interactions with all system
components, and to install/implement them specific to isolated area
conditions, with focus on electricity supply systems
Able to evaluate, operate, monitor, and report the performance of
energy systems
Able to conduct techno-economic, social, and environmental impact
assessment of energy use/projects in isolated areas as well as
describe regulation, policies and pricing mechanism for them.
Able to work in a group and have good communication skills

PLO3
PLO4

PLO5

Role of HEIs in addressing Energy
Supply in Isolated Areas
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

- Education
✓ Provide concepts/principles that looks at the energy value chain and the
energy flow for a reliable, efficient and sustainable supply of energy in
isolated areas, and take into consideration its socio, economic and
environmental considerations
✓ Provide soft skills, exposure and practical experiences to address the
needs and challenges of energy supply in isolated areas
- Research
✓ Identify and carry out technical, socio-economic and environmental
research addressing the energy supply issues of isolated areas in
consultation with governments, NGOs, private sector and others
✓ Disseminate research findings
- Training and Outreach Programs
✓ Develop human resources through trainings and workshops
✓ Bridge the gap between policy makers, utilities, industry, NGOs and the
community

MESfIA’s focus to assist addressing
energy supply in Isolated areas
- Basics of energy flows

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

- Energy resources in isolated areas
- Designing and operating energy supply systems in isolated

areas
- Electricity supply options for isolated areas

- Policy and Planning aspects; energy efficiency and
environmental issues

- Techno-economic and social aspects of energy supply

Current Jobs in Renewable Energy
Sector
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

IRENA 2019

✓ Globally about 11 million jobs in RE
✓ Solar PV has highest number of jobs

Type of Jobs/Careers on Energy in
Isolated Areas
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

STEM Jobs
Non-STEM Technical Jobs
Administrative Jobs
Policy/Regulation
Entrepreneurial

Example: Jobs in Off-grid solar sector

✓ Types and Skills depends
on value chain of the
energy technology

Gogla, n.d

IRENA, 2019

MESfIA’s students: What they are
expected to do?
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

- Work at grass root level (isolated areas) addressing the energy
supply issues (design, implement, monitor and evaluate energy
projects) for government, utilities and the private sector
- Local resources (solar, wind, biomass, hydro, etc)
- Fossil resources
- Technologies for conversion and application

- Work on policies and regulations that can impact energy supply
in isolated areas for the government
- Work on techno-economic, environmental and social aspects of
energy supply in isolated areas for government, private and
NGOs

MESfIA’s students: What they are
expected to do?
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

- Work with consultancy firms and project developers to
provide energy supply to isolated areas
- Work with the community for the community – building
capacity, awareness, in academics, research and related
institutions

Energy for what purpose:
How to link energy supply/access with productive use
(for financial viability) (especially for remote locations)?

What have we seen?
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

- Some background on the energy (electricity) access status
in SE Asia and the Pacific
- What are the HEIs and what can they do?

- How is the renewable energy job market and what is
expected from the graduates

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

Panel discussion

Guiding Questions
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

✓ What is hindering the prospect for providing energy supply to
isolated areas? Will the SDG 7 Target 1 be met by 2030?

✓ What challenges do HEIs face in producing graduates who can
address energy supply in isolated areas?
✓ What skill sets (of energy graduates) will be required for
ensuring energy supply in isolated areas for Southeast Asia and
the Pacific region?
✓ What are the “good” examples of providing energy supply to
isolated areas – terms of policies, implementation, business
models, etc?

Guidelines for the panel
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

✓ Round 1:
✓ Panel members:
✓ Please address one or two questions (or your
own) – each maximum 5 minutes
✓ Audience:
✓ Your opinions/views on the guiding questions –
maximum 3 minutes each
✓ Round 2
✓ Questions from the audience to the Panel members
✓ Please keep the questions and answers brief to allow
maximum participation
✓ Round 3
✓ Poll

7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

Poll

SLIDO POLL 1
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

In your opinion, what else your government/utility
should do to ensure energy/electricity supply in insolated
areas in order to meet SDG 7 Target 1 by 2030?
SDG7 Target 1:
By 2030, ensure universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy
services

Please write one short phrase/sentence.

Join at Slido.com
#A979

SLIDO POLL 2
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

Will graduates be keen/interested to be employed
in providing energy/electricity supply in insolated
areas?

Your opinion:
Yes/No

Join at Slido.com
#A979

SLIDO POLL 3
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

How different is the post graduate education in
energy/electricity supply in insolated areas
different from the “normal” post graduate education in
energy/electricity.

Options:
Completely different/Very different/
Moderately different/
Somewhat different/Not at all different

Join at Slido.com
#A979

POLL 4
7th Nov 2019 @ 14:45 to 16:00 by AIT
Workshop

The AIT team would like to propose a session on
“Energy in Isolated Areas” during their
International Conference on Energy, Environment
and Climate Change(ICUE 2020) to be held at
Pattaya, Thailand during October 20-22, 2020.
Would you be interested to – organise the
session/present a paper/etc?

Please give your opinion

Thank you!
kumar@ait.ac.th

faculty.ait.ac.th/kumar

www.eecc.ait.ac.th

Mastering Energy Supply focusing on
Isolated Areas (MESfIA)- Erasmus+
Sum up of the Workshop

Sum up of the Workshop
• Excellent Organization from all aspects of this day event.
• Very happy to meet people operating isolated areas and from
International organizations related to the area.
• Four (4) Topics
• Generic islands issues with emphasis to energy storage (Dr. Suarez
Garcia)
• Business Cases for Isolated Areas
• Technology advancements that could help in rural electrification
• Educational institutes and potential impact on rural electrification
1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Topic 1 Outline
• Generic islands issues with emphasis to energy storage (Dr. Suarez
Garcia)
• A comprehensive view of European Islands situation with emphasis to Canary
Islands
• Understanding the peculiarities of island power systems with facilities similar
to mainland
• Understand the capabilities that modern energy storage could provide to the
operation of island power systems
• Share the experience from the operation of a world-class paradigm of a RESPump Hydro in isolated power system

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Topic 2 Outline
• Business Opportunities in energizing isolated areas (Ir. Isworo)
• A comprehensive view of demand curve in Java
• Impressive the part-time electrification
• Understand the reasons for not having electricity all the time
• Very interesting conversation of the potential impact of energy
efficiency such cases
• Sometimes the electrification is made due to a large load and not for
the people
• Requirement for some changes to reflect energy efficiency an to
improve electrification of the islands of Indonesia

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Topic 3 Outline
• Technological advancement and deployment in energy supply for
isolated areas:(Ass.Prof Ant.Tsikalakis)

• Outlines of areas of technology that their progress have helped and could
potentially help to increase RE Share and electrification of isolated areas
• Few good practices for electrification worldwide
• Specific paradigms how electrical machines development has helped
• Items of power electronics have greatly help in smoother integration of
RES (especially Wind and PV)
• This is the reason of acceptance of RES from Operators in the islands
• Good Examples from high penetration areas
• Items to take into account when designing a Solar Home System
• Identify potential help for energy efficiency
1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Topic 4 Outline
• The role of Higher educational institution in developing human resource
specialized in energy supply for isolated areas –(Prof. Kumar )
• Energy supply issues in isolated areas of Asia
• sources, technologies, geography and demand, and economic, social and environmental
implications

• Higher education institutions in SE Asia addressing isolated areas
• Institutions, their activities, and areas of capacity building, research, training and outreach

• Careers/Job prospects for students pursuing energy supply in isolated areas
• Renewable energy jobs, types and nature of jobs available and their expected ToRs

• Panelists from Asia and Europe shared their views on
• importance of non technology/technical skills, energy (electricity and natural gas) trade
across countries, need to build resilient communities, promotion of renewable energy,
importance of linking energy to other sectors, such as, health, poverty alleviation,
infrastructure to promote energy access and efficient energy use.

1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Topic 4 Outline
• The role of Higher educational institution in developing human
resource specialized in energy supply for isolated areas –(Prof.
Kumar )
• Poll 1: In your opinion, what else your government/utility should do to ensure
energy/electricity supply in isolated areas in order to meet SDG 7 Target1 by
2030?
• The 29 responses could be categorised as follows: government policy (max
number of mentions), low tax for RE/Subsidies for RE/financing (average
mentions), focus on right technology/Equipment/infrastructure (average
mentions), human resource develop (minimum number of mentions), and
connect electricity access with social development (very few)
• Poll 2: Will graduates be keen (interested) to be employed in providing
energy/electricity supply in isolated areas?
• Of the 38 responses. 42% said yes and 58% said no.
1st MESfIA Workshop, Bandung,Indonesia
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Thank you!

Terima kasih! Ευχαριστώ
Eyxarist;v
Mesfia.eu- info@mesfia.eu- www.facebook.com/mesfia

